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30 years VIBRAVOID – 30 years of maximum Psychedelic Rock!!!
VIBRAVOID – 2001 The Archiv Collection 3LP
Vibravoid invite you to the ultimate time travel to another world ... that of the 1990s !!
Thanks to Corona, not quite as planned, as the delivery of the records was postponed from November to December, then to March
and now again to December and the “time travel album” will now be released in January, forcing us to do a “lightning promotion”.
Otherwise, the Vibravoid went well, the band released two new studio albums in 2020 with "The Decomposition Of Noise" and "Im
Zeichen Des Zwilling", several live albums and re-issues, among others. "Delirium der Sinne" published with great success.
In addition there is the current single "Black Corona Death Mantra", which was recorded as an immediate reaction to the tragedy
surrounding Georg Floyd as a unique contemporary document and was published as a download just a week later.
Vibravoid have their finger on the pulse of the times like hardly any other band in these disorienting times.
For the 30th anniversary of Vibravoid, the band classic "2001" from 2000 is now being released as "2001 - The Archive Collection"
with unpublished recordings from 1990-1996.
Everyone should have heard the album “2001” once, and if you haven't heard of it, you can be sure that it is a top current album by
an equally up-to-date band. Everything that was hip and trendy in rock in the last 20 years can be found on “2001” - right up to the
record mentioned. The spectrum of the album is almost insane, if it weren't for just as brilliant: kraut, psychedelic, acid, garage rock,
pop and experimental, electro and ethno designed as a broad-based expansion of consciousness in the hardest stereo sound! This
explains why "2001" was also sold over 1000 times as a vinyl record, even though records were no longer available in stores!
In addition, “2001” has an illustrious guest, Vom Ritchie (Dr. and the Medics) sitting on the drums - before he was hired by the Toten
Hosen.
In 2005 "2001" was released as a Japanese edition, in 2015 the 25th Anniversary Edition, among others. published as a 4LP box.
The current special edition as “Ultimate Archive 3LP Edition” with original memorabilia from the last 30 years was sold out after a
few hours.
To support the journey through time, the first album planned in 1994, which was not made due to the sudden death of the operator of
Magical Jack Records, is included.
The recordings from 1990-93 are just as interesting - consider how expensive studio time was back then and Vibravoid were still
going to school. The recordings produced with self-built equipment sound as if they came straight from the year 1966 and drive every
garage band against the wall ... and already here you can clearly see that Vibravoid played a completely different sound, because
Vibravoid were already in acid punk and proto-kraut of the 1960s.

3LP re-release of the original 8-track debut-album + 25 bonus tracks
Random colour vinyl - limited of 400 copies – incl. 28-pages booklet
Cover download under www.stonedkarma.com/promo

